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●

in-depth discussion of Wagner and
his music

●

focus on Wagner in performance

●

new translations of Wagner’s prose
works

●

new translations of significant
articles from foreign-language
publications

●

detailed listings and reviews of
new books, CDs and DVDs

More than any other composer,
Wagner inspires passionate discussion
and debate. On Wagner nights, opera
house foyers echo to the sounds of
approbation and disapproval, of
enthusiasms and grievances being
aired. Reviews in the national and
even specialist press rarely do justice,
however, to the complex issues of
history, context and reception involved
in staging Wagner. There has long been
a need for a journal that explores the
subject in depth and detail from a
position of authority. The Wagner
Journal aims to answer that need.

The Wagner Journal will engage with its subject critically and dispassionately, avoiding
hagiography and undiscriminating adulation but discussing Wagner and his works
from a variety of perspectives – musicological, historical, literary, philosophical and
political – and illuminating the unique appeal of this endlessly fascinating composer.
The Wagner Journal will address the dramaturgical issues and theatrical theory that are
at last beginning to be taken seriously, and it will bring the questions surrounding the
theory and practice of staging and performing Wagner to a wider audience, in that way
furthering our understanding of his operas as theatre.
Another unique feature of The Wagner Journal is that it will periodically offer new
translations of Wagner’s prose works, many of which are available only in William
Ashton Ellis’s notoriously idiosyncratic renderings.
The Wagner Journal will also make available to English-language readers important
articles that have hitherto been available only in German and other languages. Finally,
it will provide detailed information on forthcoming and recently published books, CDs
and DVDs on Wagner, in addition to wide-ranging, expert review coverage.

Editors and editorial board
The editors of The Wagner Journal have jointly produced some of the key literature on
Wagner over the last quarter of a century. Stewart Spencer, the author of Wagner
Remembered, edited the journal of the Wagner Society from 1980 to 1999 and has
translated many articles and books on the subject. Barry Millington is the author/editor
of seven books on Wagner, including The Wagner Compendium; he also wrote the
entries on Wagner and his operas for both the New Grove Dictionary of Music and
Musicians and the New Grove Dictionary of Opera. Together, Spencer and Millington
have published Selected Letters of Richard Wagner, Wagner’s ‘Ring of the Nibelung’:
A Companion and Wagner in Performance.
The editorial board consists of a dozen of the most distinguished Wagner scholars from
the international community, embracing a wide range of disciplines:
Roger Allen (Oxford)
Peter Franklin (Oxford)
Mike Ashman (Hertford)
Tom Grey (Stanford)
Tim Blanning (Cambridge)
Linda Hutcheon (Toronto)
Werner Breig (Erlangen)
Egon Voss (Munich)
John Deathridge (London)
Arnold Whittall (London)
Laurence Dreyfus (Oxford)
Simon Williams (Santa Barbara, California)

Contents
The first issues will draw on the following
material:
●

An intriguing unpublished Wagner letter
to an unnamed recipient in Milan

●

Arnold Whittall on a Tale of Two Sisters,
Brünnhilde and Waltraute

●

Joachim Köhler on Die Meistersinger von
Nürnberg

●

Barbara Eichner on Wagner’s remarkable
relationship with Julius Cyriax, a
German-born pharmaceuticals merchant
based in London

●

Stephen Johnson on Wagner’s influence
on Sibelius

●

Janet Jempson on Charles Ricketts and
Wagner

●

Patrick Carnegy examines the work of
the German landscape painter Friedrich
Preller and his influence on Josef
Hoffmann’s scenic designs for the first
Ring

●

Tom Grey discusses the Austrian
academic history painter Hans Makart
and his relationship with Wagner and
his works

●

Keith Warner expounds on the ideas
underpinning his Covent Garden
production of the Ring

●

David Breckbill discusses Carlos Kleiber
and his various recordings of Tristan

●

Reviews of the latest books, CDs and
DVDs

●

Translations of Wagner’s prose works
and of important articles on him

Target audience

The Wagner Journal will be aimed at a wide
audience of practitioners, academics and Wagnerlovers interested in broadening their knowledge of
Wagner and his operas. Non-musicologists will not
find the language intimidating; on the other hand,
specialists will find plenty to stimulate them.

Publication and distribution

The Wagner Journal will appear three times a
year (beginning March 2007) and will be available
both by subscription and in major retail outlets.
It will be published both in print form and online.
Individual articles will also be available for
downloading. The journal will be published and
distributed independently, enabling it to be made
available to subscribers at the most economical
rate. The annual subscription for the print edition
will be £39 for the UK, £52 for overseas.

www.thewagnerjournal.co.uk
(from November 2006)
To subscribe to The Wagner Journal,
and for all other enquiries, contact:
The Administrator
The Wagner Journal
PO Box 57714
London NW11 1DL
thewagnerjournal@btinternet.com
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